Time of travel (apx.): 8 hrs
140€
Adults:
130€
Discount price*:
Lower Silesia is a fascinating region. With
its turbulent past, interesting culture and
incredibly beautiful landscape it is one of the
most visited voivodeship in Poland. Unique
place for an excellent day journey that offers
plenty to explore.
The Church of Peace in Świdnica
(audioguide) – the largest timber-framed religious building in Europe, was built in the former Silesia
in the mid-17th century, amid the religious strife that followed the Peace of Westphalia. Constrained
by the physical and political conditions, the Church of Peace bear testimony to the quest for religious
freedom and is a rare expression of Lutheran ideology in an idiom generally associated with the
Catholic Church. Built outside the city walls, made of wood or clay and built in less than a year, now
placed on UNESCO’s list of World Heritage Sites.
Książ (information boards) – the third largest castle in Poland, located on a majestic rock cliff by
the side of the Pelcznica River. Beautifully surrounded by the forest at the height of 395m above sea
level, castle is often called ‘the Pearl of Lower Silesia’. Such location corresponding to the size of the
building is very rare in Europe. In 1943 Hitler’s paramilitary organization had stormed into the Castle
and began to construct one of the most important quarters for Adolf Hitler.
Complex Osówka (audioguide) – part of impressive construction project conducted by Nazi
Germany between 1943-1945 (Codename Riese ). Mysterious structures nicknamed “Underground
City” still await to unveil their secrets… Discover with us Hitler’s last, main, biggest and most
elaborate quarters in Lower Silesia.

We are local tour operator

Time of travel (apx.): 10 hrs
150€
Adults:
140€
Discount price*:
Unique and very important place for every human,
despite a race, nationality or religion. A point that is
a must see to understand postwar Europe and the
world without an in-depth confrontation between
our idea of mankind and the remains of Auschwitz.
KL Auschwitz was the largest of the German Nazi
concentration camps and extermination centers.
Over 1.1 million men, women and children lost their
lives here. You will witness the darkest and the most brutal period in human history. Only way to
experience a daily camp life including gas chambers, crematorium and all the exhibits which help to
understand human tragedy from the last century.
In 1979, Auschwitz – Birkenau Concentration Camp was listed a UNESCO World Culture and National
Heritage Site.

Time of travel (apx.):
Adults:
Discount price*:

14–15 hrs
190€
180€

Time of travel (apx.): 9 h
150€
Adults:
140€
Discount price*:

Time of travel (apx.): 9 hrs
150€
Adults:
140€
Discount price*:

Let us take you on an adventure along the track
of the biggest secrets of the Second World War
in Lower Silesia. See Osowka, which is part of
Project Riese, Ksiaz Castle, Gross-Rosen
concentration camp and the labyrinth-shaped
exhibition in Krzyżowa.

Experience the beautiful scenery of the
Karkonosze, the highest part of the Sudetes
mountain system, where the Czech-Polish
border runs along the main ridge.

Krzyżowa – You will learn about the history of
the crimes against the Polish people commited
during the Second World War as well as the consequences it had on the German nation. The exhibition
presents the history of the Polish-German relations in the second part of the 20th century. The building
currently belongs to the Krzyżowa Fundation, which main goal is to promote a dialogue between the
European nations.

beautifl Lower Silesian towns and vilages.

During a daylong trip to Karpacz, where the
highest peak of Karkonosze, Sniezka, is
situated 1602 meters above the sea level,
you will have the opportunity to see the

Vang Stave Church – built in the 12th century in Northern Norway without any nails, moved to
Karkonosze by Frederick William IV of Prussia in the 19th century, currently in the Karkonosze
Natinal Park and on UNECSO Biosphere Resreve.

The Osówka Complex – part of an impressive project conducted by the Nazi Germany between
1943 and 1945 (code name Riese). The misterious structure called The Underground city still hasn’t
revealed all of its secrets … Discover the biggest and the most complex Hitler’s headquarters in Lower
Silesia.

A chairlift to Kopa – located 1322 mteres above the sea level. A hike from Kopa to Sniezka
takes only about 50 minutes. The track runs through Norwegian tundra, where distinctive threecentimeter heather grows and the Bogs of Rownia pod Sniezka, which are one of the
greatest in Europe (3 h).

Książ Castle –. In 1943 Hitler’s paramilitary organisation Tod began building one of his main quarters
which, along with other objects of the Riese complex close the castle, near Osowka and Wlodarz,
played a crucial role.

Museum of Sports and Tourism – the history of the Karkonosze
region, the first region in Europe where people enjoyed winter
sports and where luge and skiining were popularised.

Gross-Rosen in Rogoźnica – the biggest Nazi-German concentration camp in Lower Silesia, with
particularly harsh conditions and penal work in the quarries. The motto of that place was Vermichtung
durch Arbeit (Anihilation through work).

Kraków is the second largest and one of the
oldest cities in Poland. It’s traditionally been one
of the leading centres of Polish academic,
cultural, and artistic life. With its Main Square, the
largest medieval town square in Europe and
magnificent Jagiellonian University one of the
oldest universities in the world dated back same
as Aztecs culture not mentioning Kazimierz historical part of Kraków and Kraków Old Town,
Jewish District we know from the epic picture “Schindler’s List”, filmed partly in Kazimierz. There’s also
a dragon that blows real fire. And there is a true story behind it ;). There is a gothic Wawel Royal Castle,
a 14th century home of many Polish Kings. Great pub’s, numerous historic sites, cultural spirit and
legendary great hospitality gives you a strong point on a European destination map.

Time of travel (apx.): 6 hrs
130€
Adults:
120€
Discount price*:

“Wieliczka” Salt Mine, built in the 13th century is one of the most valuable monuments of material
and spiritual culture in Poland. Each year more than one million tourists from all over the world visit it. It
is also a world-class monument, featuring among twelve objects on the UNESCO’s World Cultural and
Natural Heritage List. Today “Wieliczka” combines many centuries of tradition and modernity, the
history of several hundred years and an underground metropolis with extensive infrastructure. The
mine’s attractions include dozens of statues, three chapels and an entire cathedral that has been
carved out of the rock salt by the miners.

The Church of Peace in Jawor – one of the
largest wattle and daub religious buildings in
Europe, built in the old Silesia in the middle of the
17th century, in the middle of religious conflicts.
This place is a manifestation of the desire for religious freedom and a rare sign of Lutheran ideology
connected with the Catholic Church. Situated outside of the city walls, made of wood or clay in less
than a year, currently on the UNESCO List of World Heritage Sites.

The Gross-Rosen Museum in Rogoznica –
the biggest Nazi concentration camp in Lower
Silesia.

